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LVMH-owned Scottish distiller Glenmorangie has launched a two-fold project to clean the wastewater produced
during the whisky-making process.

Glenmorangie's projects will work to purify and clean the waters near the whisky brand's distillery on the Scottish
coast by reintroducing native oysters and through the opening of an anaerobic digestion plant. Across sectors,
brands have launched corporate social responsibility efforts that work to protect the environment from
manufacturing.

Purifying and pearls
Glenmorangie's first step in its wastewater purification project sees the creation of an anaerobic digestion plant to
purify the by-products created during distillation.

The anaerobic digestion plant will reduce Glenmorangie's environmental impact by purifying 95 percent of the
wastewater generated from making Scotch whisky.

In addition to the plant, Glenmorangie has developed a partnership with Heriot-Watt University and the Marine
Conservation Society in Scotland to work together to further protect the Scottish coastline.

Together the trio has launched the Dornoch Environmental Enhancement Project, or DEEP. The project will work to
improve the water quality and promote biodiversity in the Dornoch Firth.

The Dornoch Firth estuary is a site of scientific interest and an important conservation area in Scotland.
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Oysters will be reintroduced to the Dornoch Firth estuary in Scotland

As part of DEEP, Glenmorangie and its partners will work together to reintroduce native European oyster reefs that
have died off in this part of Scotland. Doing so will clean the remaining 5 percent of organic waste in the water that
the plant cannot process.

"Oyster reefs are among the most endangered marine habitats on Earth and it is  thanks to Glenmorangie's
commitment that we have been able to create this project, which we hope will become an example that could be
replicated in other parts of the world," said Dr. Bill Sanderson, associate professor of marine diversity at Heriot-Watt,
in statement.

Heriot-Watt researchers will study the oysters with the op of establishing a full reef within 5 years. In addition to
purifying Scotland's water, the project will also prevent the extinction of the European oyster.

In addition to its CSR efforts, Glenmorangie has also upcycled its materials to breathe new life into used scotch
casks.

The distiller has teamed with handmade sunglass brand Finlay & Co. to create shades made from repurposed oak
cask barrels Glenmorangie has used for its scotches. Since each oak cask has a unique wood grain pattern, each
pair of Finlay & Co. sunglasses will be distinct, a bespoke quality likely of interest for discerning scotch drinkers
(see story).
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